
Year VI  
Number 65 

 
S. Alfonso 

Nanni, Giuseppe, Annarita, Lucio, Paola, Niccolò, Lucia, Martina and Chiara 
offer a warm welcome and wish everyone a pleasant holiday. 

Temperatures:  23°-31°  

Campsite Director: Lucio Coppola Winery Director: Giuseppe Coppola  Reception: Paola La Cagnina 

Wind: W 14 km/h  

THE CAMPERS 

Curiosity of the place and information for your stay Wednesday 1 August 2018 

La Masseria is also on ...follow us!  

Stay up to date on the events and promotions of the campsite and winery!  
Go to www.cantinacoppola.it or www.lamasseria.net and subscribe to our newsletter! 

 Dawn: 5:46  Sea: not very rough Sky: clear  

Distribution 
Free 

Sunrise: 20:02 

cantinacoppola.it lamasseria.net 

TODAY, IN HISTORY 

 
77 years ago, the Jeep was 
produced, the first moto-
rized four-wheel drive vehi-
cle that, according to the 
advertisements of the time, 
was able to do everything, 
also because it was almost 
an amphibian. It was the 
first of August 1941.  

Horoscope, what the stars say 
 
Today's sign is the TAURUS. The 
complicated situation in which you 
find yourself makes you jittery, with 
the temptation to give up everything. 
Keep up, the summit is close.   

 

TEST, CHOICES AND FUTURE 
 
Surely among our guests there are eighteen year olds afflicted by questions about the future, 
including, the main one: which degree course to choose? Of course now is the time for holi-
days and it is right to remarry your mind without too much assault, but certainly among the 
obstacles that disturb the tranquility there are the notorious tests, especially those of the de-
gree courses in medicine and architecture. The students who enrolled in these tests are this 
year 83,127, and will not change anything about the composition of the tests: 60 questions in 
100 minutes. There are news, however, regarding the places available, which taking data from 
Ansa.it, have increased in all four degree courses considered, namely Medicine, Dentistry, 
Veterinary and Architecture. Surely a nice challenge for the aspirants, one of the first exams 
along the way of training, even if this obstacle is only the first, since, to quote the title of a 
comedy by Eduardo "The exams never end".  
 



 TODAY IN CAMPSITE  

Market  

Daily Offers 

Balconi snacks 
5 cereales € 1,50 

Gullon biscuits  
gluten free €1,80 

Orangeade San Pel-
legrino € 0,79/kg 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

Patitari, 

The sweet ionian 

taste  

Salento IGT, takes its 
name from the noble 
and ancient descen-
dants of Patitari. Fa-
mily with illustrious 
men of letters and 
weapons among its 
family members. Pri-
mitive in purity aged 
in oak barrels. Intense 
ruby red, warm and 
aromatic scent, full 
flavor.  It encloses the 
whole Mediterranean 
area; it is cultivated in 
the homonymous Pati-
tari estate inside the 
Camping La Masseria. 
A lovely red but with 
a character that suffers 
from the beneficial 
influence of the Ionian 
Sea.  

MORNING-BEACH 

 
9:30  
Good morning Masseria!  
 
9:45 Stretching (beach) 
 
10:00/12:00  
Miniland (4-12 years) 
Juniorland (13-17 years) 
Playing in the beach 
Rehearsal mini show 
 
10:00 Radio Nostress 
 
11:00 Masseria Swim  
Fitness Pt.1 (aquagym) 
 
11:30 Baby Dance  
 
11:30 Dancing in the rain! 
(beach volley field) 
 
11:45 Aperitif game 
 
AFTERNOON  
SWIMMING POOL 
16:00  
Good afternoon Masseria 

16:00-18:30 (Theatre) 
Miniland (4-12 years) 
general rehearsal of mini-
show 
Juniorland (13-17 years) 
 
16:00 
Relax tournament of scopa 
 
17:00 Masseria swim fitness 
Pt.2 (walk-bike) 
 
17:15 
Football tournament 
(junior/senior) 
(single VS married) 

 
EVENING-THEATRE 
20:00  
babypizza (4-12 years) 
pizza junior (13-17 years) 
 
21:05 Opening night  
 
21:25 Baby dance 
 
22:00 Cabaret, and after all 
on the beach by Marcello 

From 11:30 at beach volley field 
DANCING IN THE RAIN!  

with watermelon and wine offered by the Direction 



Travel tips 

EVENTS 

> Tonight in Taurisano 

in Villa Circolare Giotto 

the feast of the Pastic-

ciotto, a desser t now 

famous all over the 

world and good every 

hour. You will find not 

only the sweet but also 

other typical products of 

Salento, so you can taste 

everything, sweet and 

savory, "pittule, frisce 

and pasticciotti".   

 

> Tonight begins in 

Leverano one of the 

most famous beer festi-

vals in Italy: the Beer & 

Sound. For  almost a 

week this small town 

becomes the capital of 

beer and music, at the 

market area. Today we 

start with the South 

Sound systems.  

 

> From today and for 4 

days Lecce becomes the 

home of pizza, with the 

Pizza Village set up in 

Piazza Mazzini. 

Between music and ta-

stings, evening with 

flavors and music.  

THE HINTERLAND OF GALLIPOLI 
#3 TUGLIE 

 
Among the many typical peasant villages of Salento and near Galli-
poli, Tuglie is a pleasant example. It seems almost a two-story town, 
considering the hilly village of Montegrappa of which we spoke a 
few days ago. The country, however, is the lower part, and is sur-
rounded by the countryside meticulously cultivated by its farmers. To 
see there are many things, including the church of the Annunciation, 
that of St. Joseph and Our Lady of Mount Carmel. In addition to 
churches, ubiquitous in all countries of Salento, here there are two 
museums very interesting: the radio and the peasant civilization, the 
true essence of this territory, quiet and unspoiled, where the noise of 
big cities fortunately has not yet arrived.  

RECIPE OF TODAY 

Orecchiette with sausage and hot cheese 
(da velocissimo.it) 

 
Ingredients: 500gr of orecchiette, 300g of pork sausage, 1kg of 

tomato sauce, a red onion, bay leaves,  
grated hot cheese, salt, pepper,  

white wine and extra virgin olive oil Cantina Coppola 

 
Cut the slices of sausage and take the meat. In a pot, cut the red 
onion into small pieces and brown it a little, then put the meat to-
gether with two bay leaves. Fry and then add a little of good wine 
and fade. Now add the tomato sauce, salt and pepper, cover and 
cook for about 30 minutes. Cook the ears al dente, drain and dress 
with the sausage sauce, leave to rest for a few minutes. Put some 
spicy cheese and a pinch of oregano if desired. 



USEFUL INFORMATION AND NUMBERS 

Weekly market 

GALLIPOLI  

Via Alfieri 

Info:  

Municipal Police 

0833.275545 
Shuttle bus:  

8:00-9:00-10:00-11:00 

REMEMBER: 

1. Cars can circulate inside the camping area only at the moment of arrival and departu-
re from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 4 p.m. to midnight.  

2. During the hours of rest, from 14 to 16 and from 24 to 7:30 is strictly forbidden any 
annoying noise. 

3. The price of the stay is calculated from the moment of arrival until 10 a.m. of the fol-
lowing day; the stay, even partial after 10 a.m., implies the payment of the entire price of 
the stay. 
4. Guests or visits are not allowed from 12/08 to 15/08.  

INCLUDED IN BRACELET SERVICE 

> Swimming pool:  
10:00 - 19:00  

> Wine tasting (Winery)                      
10:00 - 12:30 
17:30 - 18:30 

> Animation 

> Shuttle service a/r Gallipoli: 
8:00-9:00-10:00 

19:00-20:00-21:00-22:00-
23:00-24:00 

> Free entry:  
Coppola Collection Hall;  

Civic Museum;  
Sea Museum.   

Open everyday  
10:00-13:00/17:00-24:00 
Cruschers 10:00-13:00 
                  15:00-22:00 

SERVICES  
TIME: 

Restaurants: 
(self service): 
13:00-15:00 
19:30-22:30 
1489 Food Pop 
20:00 - 23:30 
(0833-204643) 
Vigneto del gusto 
from 19:30 
closed on Monday 
(392 950 6940) 

Reception: 
08:00 - 12:00  
16:00 - 20:00 
Beach Bar: 
8:00-20:00 
Market:  
7:30 - 23:30 
Swimming pool 
Bar 
10:00 - 19:00 
Camping Bar 
07:00 - 24:00 
 

Salento In Bus  

Active every day. 
Info line 
344/2274620 

Bike rent  
Daily at the 
sports ground 
348/5906070 

Emergency 118 

Carabinieri 112 

Police 113 

Finance Guard 117  

Firemen 115 

Coast Guard 1530 

Veterinarian 340 1390835 

Municipal Police 0833 275545 

LPG Distr ibutor  0833 262073 

Station of Gallipoli FSE 0833 266214 

Station of  Lecce   0832 303403  

Pro Loco  0833 263007         

THE DOCTOR is in the camping from 18:30 to 20:30 

MEDICAL GUARD: from Monday to Friday from 20:00 to 8:00 

Saturday and Sunday h24 TEL. 0833 266250 

Near Lungomare Marconi, monumental entrance of the old hospital 

and h24 in the historical centre, via S. Angelo (05/06-15/09) TEL. 0833 260263 

Pharmacy on duty: DE BELVIS Corso Roma 43 GALLIPOLI 

The winery is accessible by walking along the road beyond the parking area. 
Not allowed in swimsuit - Not suitable for children  

Barber (Diego): 347-9552413 
Hairdresser (Maria):349-5790433 

Beautician (Alessia): 349-2666262 


